In this paper, the authors examine the illegal insider trading volume and cumulative abnormal return by the relative variables of the amendment, the change of the securities price, the number of defendants, the penalty and the fine for insider who committed a crime, and the quality of concealed important information. Illegal insider trading is prohibited by the article 157-1 of Securities and Exchange Act in Taiwan. It has been amended three times to provide a sound and rigorous law and completely protect investors. The authors examine the illegal insider trading volume after the amendment to explore whether the Securities and Exchange Act is efficient enough to lower illegal insider trading. The authors find that the change of the securities price and the quality of concealed important information are the critical factors which affect the illegal insider trading volume and cumulative abnormal returns. Nevertheless, the relative variables of the amendment do not show significant effects.
Introduction

©
The illegal inside trading has been an issue being concerned by the public. It has also been a public problem that the government is desperate to solve. Since trading fairness is affected by inside trading, most people lose properties while a few inside traders earn profit. Although inside trading is not all illegal, there are both positive and negative views for the act of legislation prohibiting insider trading, and most countries hold the position of prohibiting inside trading. Bhattacharya and Daouk (2002) indicate that 87 of 103 countries in their research legislate the law about inside trading, and there are only 38 of them which have litigation due to the inside trading. A number of economists argue whether inside trading is common or detrimental. Some hold positive views of insider trading, and consider that the unpublished information will get to the market much faster, which is more efficient to the market. For example, Milton Friedman 1 , the Nobel Laureates in 1976, considers that the faster speed of internal information reaching market will be more helpful than legislating the law about inside trading (Hung, 2011 ).
Due to the information asymmetry between insiders and ordinary investors, the investors could use nonpublic information to make profits (Meulbroek, 1992; Cornell and Sirri, 1992; Chakravarty and McConnell, 1997; Fishe and Robe, 2004) .
Nevertheless, many studies show that the insiders do not trade a large amount of stock volume. Although a relatively large amount of stock trading may earn more returns, it is easier to be caught and be prosecuted (Frino et al., 2009 ). Thus, the returns of transactions and the imposition of sanctions can affect inside trading volume.
In recent years, securities management authorities in every country are dedicated to information disclosing and the amendment of relative regulations to improve the fairness of securities market trading. Guercio et al. (2013) indicate that there is a negative relationship between the volume of insider trading and the sanctions imposed by US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Wang and Jan (2012) analyze the volume of insider trading of the listed companies in Taiwan, and find out the improvement owing to the amendment. There are relevant regulations about information disclosing and insider trading in Securities and Exchange Act in Taiwan. However, the concealment of insider trading enhances the difficulty to observe by outsiders. According to World Competitiveness Yearbook published by IMD business school, Taiwan is rated within 40-50 among 60 countries in the insider trading rank. The more behind the rank, the more insiders trading executed (Kuang and Chiang, 2007) . The frequent illegal insider trading has sacrificed the public investors' interest and may further cause an economic panic. In this paper, we explore the possible factors to affect the illegal insider trading volume, and examine whether the legislation and amendment are efficient-preventing. Specifically, we propose humble opinion as a reference for future possible prevention policies.
We find that the change of the securities price has the positive and significant impact on the illegal insider trading volume and cumulative abnormal return. The quality of concealed important information also shows a positive impact on the illegal insider trading volume, but not on the cumulative abnormal returns. When the concealed important information is bad news, the stock price goes down. The insider will trade in stock market to avoid from loss. Thus, it results in abnormal trading volume and negative cumulative abnormal returns. The relative variables of the amendment do not show significant effects. It might be the number of sample is not sufficient.
Our study is organized as follows. We review the literature in Section 1. Section 2 describes the data. Methodology is explained in section 3. Section 4 discusses empirical results. Finally, we conclude.
1. Literature review 1.1. Illegal insider trading. Meulbroek (1992) explores illegal insider trading data from US Securities and Exchange Commission and found out the average abnormal returns of illegal insider trading day is 3%. Before the stock prices declare, about half of them have increased apparently before the acquisition. Chakravarty and McConnell (1997) examine Ivan Boesky's purchases of Carnation's stock prior to Nestle's acquisition of Carnation. There is significant positive correlation between transactions and stock price changing while bid-ask spread and depth do not show impact or increase due to transactions. Furthermore, after insiders receive internal information, they are more likely to utilize margin purchasing and short selling to earn more returns. Yi (2010) examines margin purchasing, short sale, and bid-ask spread in illegal insider trading in Taiwan security market on the important information announcement. It shows that there is abnormal short selling before bad news announced, indicating negative impact on the returns of security. Also, margin purchasing and short selling will increase the bid-ask spread before information announcement.
In addition, corporation governance has been concerned by public in recent years. A superior corporation with corporation governance can help preventing insider trading from taking place. Wang (2010) finds out insider who executed illegal insider trading would possible utilize non-public information resulting from agent problem or imperfect oversight mechanisms according to following reasons: the bad news concealed by corporation, too much insiders involved in illegal insider trading, serious information asymmetry, family business, the absence of independent directors or lower independent director rate, lower corporate ownership ratio, and no payment for directors and supervisors. Hou (2013) studies the cases of prosecuted inside trading in Taiwan security market through 1988 to 2008. While the inside trading shows positive impact by the rewritten of financial statement, the frequency of chairman replacement, surplus management, and the frequency of accountant replacement. Moreover, the full-cash delivery stock implies the weak internal control of corporation and a higher possibility of insider crime.
However, despite of information advantage, the insiders do not trade a large amount of stock according to many inside trading researches. Frino et al. (2009) indicates that inside trading involves the interaction of two opposing emotions, fear and greedy. Although the more amount of stock trading, the more returns will earn; more amount of stock trading will be caught by public easily and might be prosecuted heavier penalty. The result shows that the inside trading will be executed when the expected cost of using non-public information is lower than the returns from illegal insider trading. There is a positive impact between the volume of insider trading and the returns of trading.
The result for relevant laws and regulations.
Wang and Ran (2012) explore the announcement of seasoned equity offerings (SEO) by the board of directors in Taiwan listed and OTC companies. They use event study to compare the data before and after the amended Securities and Exchange Act on January 13th 2004. Whether the investors in Taiwan security market react differently due to the SEO prior to the amendment is examined in the subsequence improvement of insider trading. The result shows that less insider trading still exists after the amendment. Guercio et al. (2013) study the impact on law enforcement strength to illegal insider trading in United States Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), filing the illegal insider trading with as a sample case in the last decade. It shows the negative impact on the volume of insider trading and the changes of price to the precautionary measure which the SEC imposed to prevent illegal insider trading. They also find that both the volume of insider trading and the price changing in insider trading days are smaller than the result of the case in 1980s employed by Meulbroek (1992) . It implies that the more precautionary measure that SEC enforces, the more illegal insider trading can be prevented. The result shows there is constraint to illegal insider trading when the SEC sets up relevant laws and regulations.
Data
Our sample consists of illegal insider trading events which are persecuted by court through 1996 to 2012 in Taiwan. The sample events are available in verdict query system of Judicial Yuan, Taiwan Economic Journal, market observation post system of Taipei Exchange, cnYES, udndata, and Chinatimes database. There are 96 transaction samples and 242 defendant samples which are selected in the group of 94 listed and OTC sample companies persecuted by court due to illegal insider trading. Figure 1 illustrates the illegal insider trading time diagram. After the concealed important information appears, the insider trading period is defined from the first crime date to the time important information announced, where the insiders trade to earn abnormal returns or to avoid loss. As to external investors, they will not receive the important information till it has been fully reflected and disclosed, which has already harmed their wealth.
Fig. 1. The illegal insider trading time diagram
We further investigate the industry and annual distribution of illegal insider trading events as Table 1 bellow. It shows most of the illegal insider trading event happened in electronics industry, which is total of 54 event sample (more than half of sample size).
We infer the rapid development of electronics industry makes itself rich in information. Through 2003 to 2006, the prosecution of electronics industry brings to a peak and reduces in following years, which might be effected by the amendment in Taiwan. Table 2 presents the statistics of illegal insider trading company, transaction, quality of important information and defendants. The percentage of the company involved in illegal insider trading is the highest in 2006. However, the number of prosecuted companies should be lower than the number of companies in which insider trading take place. In addition, we group the illegal insider trading into "good news" and "bad news"
2 . There are 37 good news and 61 bad news in the survey, which indicates that the insider have stronger motivation to trade before the announcement to avoid loss when the internal important information is bad news. In the contrary, the unformed external investors' interest will be sacrificed. Furthermore, we find out the illegal insider trading event is diversity, which is showed as Table 3 . The most content of illegal insider trading is bad news, such as financial loss, lowering the financial forecast, financial crisis. Those events lead the stock price to decrease, which brings out the motivation of denying the up-coming crisis for company and the motivation of escaping from loss for insiders. Thus, we infer that the worse operating or financial conditions are in a company, the more possibility of illegal insider trading exists. 
Methodology
We regard the 200 trading day before the first crime day to the first crime day as the estimation period, and analyze the event period 3 from the first crime date to the 10 th trading day after it. In addition, we use the ratio of the average trading volume of insider trading period and the average trading volume of estimation period to compute the abnormal trading volume of illegal insider trading event, illustrated as Figure 2 . Notes: Other illegal insider trading total of 22 included 3 asset reduction, 3 judicial crisis, 2 joint venture, 2 implement treasury shares, 2 lifting of the contract, 2 acquisition shareholdings, 2 sale of the plant, 1 higher the financial forecast, 1 transfer shareholdings, 1 asset impairments, 1 signing contract, 1 reinvestment.
Fig. 2. The illegal insider trading event period and estimation period
To examine the impact on the illegal insider 1 trading volume, the change of the securities price, the number of defendants, the penalty and the fine for insider who committed a crime, the quality of concealed important information, we run the regression model as follow: We use market-adjustment model to calculate abnormal returns (AR). The first crime date is defined as day 0, and t as t days after the first crime date. The model is presented as follows:
where R jt is actual returns rate of sample stock j on day t during the event period; R mt is market return of the value weighted index (we use TAIEX as a proxy) on day t; AR jt is abnormal returns rate of sample stock j on day t during the event period; Cumulative abnormal return (CAR i ) is the cumulative abnormal returns rate of sample stock i in the event window; b is the staring date of event window; e is ending date of event window.
We regress CAR on the above independent variables. The regression model (2) (3) Table 4 shows the descriptive statistics of each variable. CAR with negative mean gets bigger when the range of period is more number of days. As for independent variables, the mean of the change of price is negative, indicating that the illegal insider trading makes the stock price down; most of the concealing information is bad news. Notes: There are total 98 illegal insider trading events sued by prosecutor in raw data. Nonetheless, the collection of variable is not complete, including 3 cases of the first crime date unknown, 2 media reveal date unknown, 23 incomplete stock price information, and 10 incomplete trading volumes in estimate period. The number of effective sample is 60 when we take Abnormal volume as dependent variable and it is 51 due to the lack of data in Taiwan Economic Journal database when we take CAR as dependent variable.
Empirical results
Sample descriptive statistics.
The average number of defendants in illegal insider trading event is 2 and there is a case up to 8 defendants. More than half of the event is sentenced penalty whereas only one third of the event is fined. Furthermore, the frequency of crime is decreasing after each amendment.
The effect of variables to illegal execution of insider trading.
In Table 5 , we separately regress cumulative abnormal returns on single independent variable in models 1 to 8. Under the single variable influence, the change of the securities price, the number of defendants, the Penalty dummy, the Fine dummy, quality of concealed important information, and the Law 1 dummy are positive related to abnormal trading volume. Specifically, the coefficient of change of the securities price and the fine dummy are significantly positive at 5% level. However, Law 2 dummy and Law 3 dummy are negatively related to abnormal trading volume.
In model 9, we regress abnormal insider trading volume on all the variables except Law dummies. It indicates that the abnormal trading volumes are positively related to the change of the securities price, the number of defendants, the penalty dummy, and the quality of concealed important information. Specifically, the coefficients of the change of the securities price and the quality of concealed important information are significantly positive at 1% level. In contrast, the coefficient of the fine dummy is negative and insignificant.
In model 10, we add the Law dummies in model 9 to examine whether the variable of relevant laws and regulations has significant impact on abnormal insider trading volume. The coefficient of change of the securities price and the quality of concealed important information are significantly positive at 1% level and the coefficient of the penalty dummy is significantly positive at 5% level. Nevertheless, the Law dummies are negative and insignificant, implying that the relevant laws and regulations have negative and insignificant impact on abnormal insider trading volume. Notes: P value is reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significant at 1%, 5%, and 10% level.
In summary, the change of securities price shows significantly positive impact in each model. There should be a strong relationship between abnormal trading volume of illegal insider trading and the change of securities price. It also shows that the quality of concealed important information and whether the insider is sentenced a penalty are the important variables to affect abnormal trading volume.
The effect of variables to accumulate abnormal returns.
In Table 6 , we use the cumulative abnormal returns through the first crime date to the 10 th day after first crime date as the dependent variable. We separately regress single independent variable on cumulative abnormal returns in models 1 to 8. Under the single variable influence, the change of the securities price, the number of defendants, the Penalty dummy, the Fine dummy, the Law 2 dummy, and the Law 3 dummy are positive related to cumulative abnormal returns. Specifically, the change of the securities price is significantly positive at 1% level and the Penalty dummy, and the Fine dummy are significantly positive at the 5% level. Furthermore, the quality of concealed important information is negatively related to cumulative abnormal returns at 1% level and the Law 1 dummy is negatively related to cumulative abnormal returns. Notes: P value is reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significant at 1%, 5%, and 10% level.
In model 9, we regress all the variables except Law dummies on cumulative abnormal returns. It indicates that the impact of the change of securities price on cumulative abnormal return is significantly positive at 1% level. The Penalty dummy is insignificant positive related to the cumulative abnormal returns. Additionally, the cumulative abnormal return is negatively related to the number of defendants, the Fine dummy and the quality of concealed important information.
In model 10, we add the Law dummies in model 9 to examine whether the variable of relevant laws and regulations has significant impact on cumulative abnormal returns. The impact of the change of the securities price on cumulative abnormal returns shows significant positive at 1% level. The number of defendants and the Penalty dummy are in significantly positive related to the cumulative abnormal returns. In addition, the cumulative abnormal returns are negatively related to the Fine dummy, the quality of concealed important information. The coefficients of three law dummies are negative and insignificant, indicating that the relevant laws and regulations do not have significant impact on cumulative abnormal returns.
Conclusion
We examine the illegal insider trading events in Taiwan from 1996 to 2012. We use the following variables which are the change of the securities price, the number of defendants, the penalty and the fine for insider who committed a crime and the quality of concealed important information to examine the determined factor of the illegal insider trading volume and cumulative abnormal returns. In addition, the illegal insider trading is prohibited by the article 157-1 of Securities and Exchange Act in Taiwan, which has been amended three times. We analyze the variation of illegal insider trading volume after the amendment to examine whether it is efficient enough to lower illegal inside trading. The result concludes as following: first, the change of securities price in each model is significantly positively related to the dependent variables, which shows a strong connection to both the illegal insider trading volume and cumulative abnormal returns. Larger change of price tends to create more opportunity for insider to conduct illegal insider trading and more cumulative abnormal returns. Second, it is positive correlation between the quality of concealed important information and the abnormal volume of illegal insider trading whereas it is negative correlation between the quality of concealed important information and cumulative abnormal returns. It indicates when the quality of concealed important information is bad, the insider will trade in stock market to avoid from loss. The stock price goes down and the cumulative abnormal return is negative. Third, the impacts of number of defendants and the relative variables of the amendment on the illegal insider trading volume and cumulative abnormal returns are insignificant. It might be the sample size of the relative variables of the amendment is not enough. Fourth, the relevant laws and regulations do not have significant impact on abnormal trading volume and cumulative abnormal returns.
The above findings have important implications for market regulators. The relevant laws and regulations do not have significant impact on abnormal trading volume and cumulative abnormal returns. Thus, the laws and regulations in punishing the illegal insider traings should be reinforced.
Several possible directions for future research are suggested. First, we aim at analyzing the illegal insider trading events in Taiwan and the independent variables are selected from the insider trading events. Therefore, we suggest that the subsequent researcher might choose the different data section and analyze additional variables related to corporate governance. Second, the sample events are the illegal insider trading prosecuted from 1996 to 2012 in Taiwan, which is inadequate for the sample size and the period of time, especially after the third amendment. Thus, the empirical result might be affected. We suggest that the subsequent researcher could examine longer period of study time and apply a more abundant data to present a comprehensive conclusion.
